Career Action Plan

Choose a Career Girls video to explore. Complete each section to tell about the career and what it takes to get there.

Name: _______________________________________                                Date: ______________________________

1. CAREER: _____________________
   Check the career area:
   ___Arts, Entertainment & Sports
   ___Business & Finance
   ___Education
   ___Food
   ___Legal
   ___Medical
   ___Media & Communications
   ___Public Safety
   ___Public Service
   ___STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Math)
   ___Other: _______________________

2. SKILLS FOR SUCCESS
   If this is the career for you, these are four skills you’ll need:
   1. ________________________________
   2. ________________________________
   3. ________________________________
   4. ________________________________

3. JOB READY!
   What steps can you take, starting now, to make this career happen? List 6 steps here.
   1. ________________________________
   2. ________________________________
   3. ________________________________
   4. ________________________________
   5. ________________________________
   6. ________________________________